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Mark Stringer Named ACLU of Iowa Executive Director

Des Moines, Iowa — A Unitarian Universalist minister has been named the new executive director of the American Civil Liberties Union of Iowa.

Mark Stringer, the senior minister at the First Unitarian Church in Des Moines, will start as the new executive director of the civil liberties advocacy group starting in May.

Stringer has led his church in exceptional growth and development. He has also been a leader in the community. He served as former chair of the board of the Interfaith Alliance of Iowa; was a leader with AMOS, a broad-based community organizing effort; and was founding board chair of Project IOWA, a local workforce development initiative. He also officiated at Iowa’s first legally recognized same-sex marriage in 2007.

“We are excited to have Mark lead our organization at a critical time in history for the ACLU and for our country,” said Jill June, president of the ACLU of Iowa Board of Directors. “Since the November election, membership, donations, volunteers, and support of the ACLU has skyrocketed, both nationally and in Iowa. We need a dynamic and visionary leader to truly take the helm so that our organization can effectively fight for our fundamental rights, which right now are under unprecedented assault.”

Stringer said that he was eager to get started in his new position. “I could not be more enthusiastic to accept the opportunity to lead the ACLU of Iowa into its next era as a vital voice in advancing civil liberties. For more than 80 years in our state, this essential organization has been on the right side of history, even when defending unpopular positions and people. The ACLU has persistently stood strong for liberty and justice in times when fear and division have led to violations of constitutional rights. I am honored to join with our talented staff and dedicated supporters in continuing and growing this legacy in the years to come.”

* * * *

The ACLU of Iowa is a private, non-partisan organization that fights to advance civil liberties for all. It is the state affiliate of the national American Civil Liberties Union. The ACLU prides itself in upholding everyone’s civil liberties, no matter who they are or what they believe. We work to assure the rights of all Iowans – from atheists to devout Christians, from labor unions to businesspeople and more – to make sure the constitutional rights of all are preserved. For more information, please go to www.aclu-ia.org.
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